Library Services

International Orientation 2019
library orientation

what you need to know

International Orientation 2019
part I:
coming into the library
tempe campus libraries
study spaces
individual spaces

group spaces
know your study zones
common

collaborative working groups encouraged
quiet

please limit talking to quiet conversation and silence cell phones
silent

please
no talking and
silence cell
phones
computers: yours or ours
laptop friendly

common workstations

International Orientation 2019
does the library have your textbooks?
What else can I get at the library?
part II: using the library
Borrowing Books

- no limit
- undergraduate - 90 days
- graduate - 365 days
part III: getting help
personal research consultations with your librarian
connect with us

lib.asu.edu

/ASULibraries
@ASULibraries
/ASULibraries